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Welcome to SGLH and the New-Look Pleasaunce!

The Secret Garden, Tyninghame © Vanessa Stephen

Welcome to Scotland’s Garden and Landscape Heritage (SGLH) and to the very first issue of the newlook Pleasaunce. The masthead reflects our renaissance as SGLH but we’re keeping the old title. And
that’s how we plan to move forward – keeping some things the same but trying new approaches so
that we can develop as a truly dynamic organisation. We may not (yet) be large in number, but we can
and do make a difference.
The most prominent element in our new livery is
our logo – a most beautiful woodcut specially
designed for us by Ben Tindall and Kathy
Lindsley. On page 4 Ben tells the intriguing story
of what inspired the design.
As you’ll read in this inaugural issue, SGLH has
got off to a flying start with a wonderful range of
good news to report. Perhaps the most thrilling

is that the dire threat to the integrity of the Falls of
Clyde landscape seems to have been averted, in
great measure thanks to the stupendous efforts of
the Working Group – of which we are a part – that
has opposed the extension of the Hyndford
quarry. Mark Stephens, Chair of the Working
Group and Save Our Landscapes, discloses the
latest twists in the tale on page 8.
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In the last few months there has also been excellent progress with the Glorious Gardens recording
project which, as Sue Hewer explains on page 6, has recently passed two major milestones and – with
the help of our teams of enthusiastic volunteers – is now set fair to take further strides. Meanwhile,
June saw us run our first SGLH event, a tour of the Tyninghame gardens and landscape that was
beautifully recorded in photos by our Events Secretary Vanessa (page 11). In this issue we also publish
our first ever book review (page 16) and continue our series of articles on Scottish gardens and
gardeners abroad, with Christopher Dingwall’s account of Patrick Neill’s horticultural tour of the near
continent (page 13).
And that’s not all. Our new website is now very much up and running, so do let us know what you
think of it! As we are at last a fully independent Scottish charity, the site is totally dedicated to Scottish
affairs and will bring you immediate updates, news and photos from our different working projects,
campaigns and events. The website will also soon include a facility to enable you to book and pay for
events online which, for many, should make things a lot easier!
We want to make our website a place where
we can all stay in touch and keep abreast of
news even in the most far flung corners of
Scotland. Wherever you are – from a remote
island like Foula right down to the Borders – the
historic gardens and designed landscapes in
your locality are of great interest to us and our
members. So please send your news to Barbara
our Web Editor at website@sglh.org so that she
can post it up. We’re also aiming to build a bank
of images of Scotland’s gardens and designed
landscapes, and we’d love you to email us any
photographs you’re willing to share. They may
be able to feature not only in our website but in
Some of our first members © Vanessa Stephen
The Pleasaunce with an attribution to yourself.
In short, we want to hear from you, whether you’re already a member of SGLH, would like to join us,
or just have a general interest in Scotland’s historic gardens and designed landscapes.
As our numbers increase, we will spread more widely across the country. When we were the Garden
History Society in Scotland (GHSS), as most of our members lived in Central Scotland, our events
tended to be organised within this belt. But it doesn’t have to stay that way. So please let us know
what places you’d like to visit, and if there’s enough interest and support from other members, we can
run events far and wide. Just drop a line to Vanessa, our Events Secretary, at events@sglh.org.
Our vision as a national body is to encourage the development of more clusters of members
throughout the Scottish regions who can form local groups both for their personal benefit and for that
of their local historic gardens and landscapes, thus becoming the presence of SGLH in their own patch
and feeding back into our main body – as, indeed, some already do. We would like to hear your ideas
about how we can inspire interest and expand our work and influence.
And so to a bit of business, the details of which are known to many of you, but perhaps not all – plus
an invitation to our Garden Party at the end of August. At our two AGMs, we formally wound up the
GHSS and gave birth to SGLH. The Trustees proposed were duly elected: Chair, Judy Riley; Vice Chair,
Christopher Dingwall; Hon. Secretary, Mark Gibson; Hon. Treasurer, Bob Luther; Events Secretary,
Vanessa Stephen; Web Editor, Barbara Morris; and Trustee without (as yet) portfolio, Sarah Barron.
Since then we have received some substantial fresh funding which is not only a great encouragement
but builds a surer foundation for our continuing work. A most generous donation of £6,000 has been
made for conservation work in Scotland by the Binks Trust which has enabled us to ask Alison Allighan
to undertake the role of SGLH consultant for a limited period. We’re also deeply grateful to McInroy &
Wood for their donation of £500 to help us get on our feet and to the 12 people who have signed up as
life members, thus contributing £3,000 between them.
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So what of the Garden History Society (GHS) of
which we used to be the Scottish Group? This
year was the 50th anniversary of the GHS and at
its half century it found itself needing to re-think,
re-focus and find more effective ways, in these
difficult times, to function and finance its work.
After long discussions and deliberations, at its
AGM on 24 July it merged with the Association of
Garden Trusts, and the new entity adopted the
name The Gardens Trust (TGT).
Thus we are all beginning afresh, not simply to
survive, but to be more effective in encouraging
the protection and study of our historic parks,
gardens and designed landscapes. To help us
continue to maintain mutual links, the Chairs of
both TGT and SGLH hold a non-voting ex officio
position on each other’s Boards.
So what’s the difference now in our differing
individual operations? Simply this: that each
organisation can focus, function and finance its
work far more effectively, in ways specifically
relevant to our different countries. It’s an
acknowledged win-win for all of us.
To celebrate our new status and enjoy some
social time together in a beautiful setting, our
SGLH Trustees are looking forward to welcoming
you and all members (including a guest) to our
Garden Party on 28 August. You may, perhaps, like
the opportunity of taking in some of the wonderful
events at the Edinburgh Festival and rounding off
your day in congenial company at our buffet
supper. Number 2 Spring Gardens is fairly central

Members enjoying our first event © Judy Riley

as it backs onto Holyrood Park, behind Holyrood
Palace. I hope it will be an occasion to meet old
friends and to make new ones, and John Byrom’s
garden is like no other - do come and see it!
One final message. We have no paid staff, and
all our trustees, members and supporters devote
their time, knowledge and expertise on a
voluntary basis. But it would be great to get
some extra help. If you have particular interests
or experience you can contribute, do please let
us know by emailing us at info@sglh.org. SGLH is
all about joining forces, sharing and enjoying our
mutual interest, coming together for outings and
study days or to collaborate on a project. The
more of us who get actively involved, the more
we all benefit, and the more we will help the
cause of Scotland’s historic gardens and
landscapes.
Judy Riley, Chairman

Forthcoming Events
Garden Party at
John Byrom’s
Garden of the Nine Muses

Dumfries House
Trees, Gardens and
Woodlands

Professor Brian Evans
On the Subject of the
Picturesque and Sublime
Landscape

Friday 28 August 2015, 6.309.00pm

Saturday 12 September 2015, time
to be confirmed

2, Spring Gardens, Edinburgh, EH8
8HX. Donations to SGLH
welcomed. To book, email
info@sglh.org

Cumnock, Ayrshire, KA18 2NJ.
With the Arboricultural
Association. To register interest,
email info@sglh.org

Monday 2 November 2015, 6.30
p.m., joint lecture with the
Architectural Heritage Society
Scotland

For further details of all our events please go to http://sglh.org/
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St Andrew’s & St George’s Church,
13 George Street, Edinburgh, EH2
2PA. Pay on the door, price to be
confirmed.

The Story of our Logo

________________________________________________________________________________________

Like so much about Scotland, our gardens and landscapes have a character all their own. Among their
most special features are their proximity to the wider countryside and the mountains, the number and
excellence of the walled garden types, and our distinctive geometric sundials.
Our gardens and landscapes provide an eloquent
background to the lives of famous plant-hunters
and gardeners who have discovered or
developed so many useful and beautiful kinds of
fruit, vegetable and flower. We have a very rich
heritage! All this made designing a logo for SGLH
especially challenging – and especially exciting!

An important part of the pleasure of gardens and
landscapes is that they reflect personality and
intense human effort. The most attractive gardens
are generally the most personal, such as Ian
Hamilton Finlay’s Little Sparta. Because of this, it
seemed important that our logo should be handdesigned and have real artistic merit in its own
right. For an organisation concerned with history
and heritage, a wood engraving seemed ideal.

A logo can too often be an advertising agency’s
multi-million pound exercise in self-delusion! For
us I felt that it would be good if we could have an
image that was rich in meaning and did not rely
on text or type. The starting point was one of the
most beautiful images of a Scottish garden I could
think of: Patricia and Angus Macdonald’s1 aerial
view of Drummond Castle’s garden, looking
almost as if it were in France. To this were added
memories other exceptional Scottish gardens and
landscapes: the ‘double-walled’ garden at
Luffness, the Earl of Glasgow’s 1700 sundial at
Kelburn, the distant avenue at Haddo and the fairy
mountain of Schiehallion.
1
2

To execute the design I approached Scotland’s
foremost wood engraver, Kathleen Lindsley2, who
has lived on Skye for most of her life. Much of
Kathy’s work is inspired by Scotland’s landscapes
though she also does pub signs and all manner of
other work.
The combined forces of more than one creative
process tend to make for unique solutions that a
single person could never have developed.
Collaboration is not something all designers,
artists and craftspeople are comfortable with, but

Macdonald, Patricia, Shadow of Heaven, Aurum / Rizzoli, London / New York, 1989
www.ravenpress.com
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Kathy has worked with and been commissioned
by a wide range of people throughout her career.
Kathy took our initial sketch and, using a different
viewpoint and her experience of wood engraving,
turned it into something much more beautiful and
suitable for the wood engraving medium, as well
as for reproduction on the website and use on
stationery. Kathy also added Gillean in the Cuillins,
a pair of pheasants and other elements of her
own. Texture and detail are essential parts of
Kathy’s work, achieved with a range of hand
tooling on a tiny 70mm x 40mm boxwood block.
This is then hand printed onto the finest paper
with her Albion press.

Drummond Castle © Patricia and Angus
Macdonald

Ben Tindall

Thank You
By the time you read this I will have seen many of you at the AGMs in Stirling or on the visit to
Tyninghame but I should like to take this opportunity to thank everybody for their very kind
contributions towards my presentation cheque. This is in the process of being converted into a
greenhouse, something which my garden has long been lacking and which I have never quite got
around to adding till now. It is, I think, an appropriate reminder of GHSS!
I should also like to thank you all for your help and support in so many ways during my 11 years as the
GHS Conservation Officer for Scotland.
I am especially grateful to the committee, the members, and recording project leaders and volunteers,
Whether it was helping prepare responses to policy consultations, undertaking site visits which were
too far away to allow me to gauge the impact of planning or forestry applications, preparing and
erecting boards for the Ingliston Exhibition or simply offering advice gained from your rich and varied
experiences – without you all, my job would have been much more difficult and a lot less rewarding! I
would hope that, between us, we have always been able to present an independent and wellinformed comment on behalf of the Society.
Now that GHSS is no more, and with the birth of Scotland’s Garden and Landscape Heritage, I hope
that I shall not lose touch with you, and I look forward to seeing some of you at forthcoming events
and lectures.
In the meantime, best wishes to you all,
Alison Allighan
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Glorious Gardens Recording Project – an Update

________________________________________________________________________________________

Glorious Gardens volunteers at work in Falkirk © Lorna Innes, Northlight Heritage

Glorious Gardens: Exploring our Hidden Gardens and Forgotten Landscapes is an SGLH project funded
by Historic Scotland and the Heritage Lottery Fund through the Clyde and Avon Valley Landscape
Partnership (CAVLP). It is managed on behalf of SGLH by Northlight Heritage.
In the last quarter we have reached two
important milestones. In early June we welcomed
Lorna Innes as Project Officer for two-and-a-half
days a week. Lorna has some 20 years of
professional experience in archaeology and
heritage work. She is experienced in training
volunteers, directing field surveys over a variety
of landscapes and is addicted to historic gardens
and designed landscapes. She is well versed in
the use of a wide range of resources to build up a
history of 'place', has a good record of getting
tasks completed on time and has high level report
writing skills.

The focus of the workshop was on the online
databases essential for the work that the
volunteers will undertake. Each workshop was
attended by seven people and the evaluation
sheets indicated that they were all very well
pleased with what was on offer. As there has
been more demand for training since the June
workshops, the session will be run again in Falkirk
on 16 July and Lanark on 22 July.
Now that Glorious Gardens is well and truly on
the road, this is perhaps a good moment to reflect
on the purposes of the project and what has been
happening in the 'back office' to help us to achieve
them.

With Lorna in place, we were able to achieve our
second milestone, the delivery of the initial
training sessions for volunteers in the CAVLP and
the Falkirk Council areas on 13 June and 24 June
respectively.

One of the two major 'back office' achievements
is the completion by our Project Manager, Dr
Olivia Lelong, of the baseline report on potential
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sites for inclusion in the project. Data was
gathered on 76 sites using map regression
analysis, site visits, consultation, and research in
the databases held by Historic Scotland,
RCAHMS, the West of Scotland Archaeology
Service, SCRAN and other online documentary
and pictorial sources. An analysis of the resulting
information was made and each site assigned
high (1), medium (2) or low (3) priority based on
the following criteria:






The degree to which elements of the
designed landscapes survive
The quality of cartographic, documentary
and pictorial evidence
The complexity of the designed landscape
The property's regional and local
significance, with particular emphasis on
links to local history
Relative ease of access

20 high or medium priority sites in each area
have been included in the target lists.

Ingrid and Sue discuss database structure at Falkirk
© Lorna Innes, Northlight Heritage

Our second major 'back office' achievement, also
by Olivia, has been the production of a robust
and thorough evaluation scheme. This has been
no mean feat given that, on the one hand, the
'products' required by our two sponsors do not
always overlap and, on the other, SGLH itself is
also concerned with feedback on the efficiency
or otherwise of the processes undertaken to
deliver them.

Looking ahead, our final big 'back office' job is
the recording system itself, designed and
implemented by Ingrid Shearer. The beta version
will be tested in late July, revised in early August
and used for real with our volunteers in late
August.

One of SGLH's ambitions is to build up a record
of gardens and landscapes of regional and local
significance across Scotland over time to
complement the Inventory of Historic Gardens
and Landscapes of national importance. As a
pilot study, Glorious Gardens is the first step
along that road and what we need to progress
further is sound evidence of what works and
what does not to inform future bids for funds which are going to be increasingly difficult to
obtain.

We lost time over the last quarter because Lorna
was unable to join us until early June and we had
anticipated having a Project Officer in post by the
beginning of May. We are, however, on track to
complete the training by the end of August and
for volunteers to make their first site visits at the
beginning of September.
If you, or someone you know, would like to
become part of Glorious Gardens, please contact
Lorna Innes on linnes@yorkat.co.uk.

Sue Hewer
SGLH Project Supervisor
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The Falls of Clyde – from Threat to Restoration

________________________________________________________________________________________

Corra Linn © Mark Stephens
Please note: this article contains hyperlinks

On 26 June we received the welcome news that Scottish Ministers have decided to reject Cemex’s
application to extend a sand and gravel quarry into the Buffer Zone of the New Lanark World Heritage
Site at the Falls of Clyde.
As reported in the January issue of the
Plesauance, the application had been approved
by South Lanarkshire Council in December 2013,
but was called-in by Ministers the following
January. A public hearing was held in August
2014, where the (then) Garden History Society in
Scotland formed part of an umbrella group, the
New Lanark and Falls of Clyde Working Group, in
order to make the case against the quarry.
Reporters submitted their report to Ministers in
February 2015, and the announcement came four
months later.
It took the form of a letter known as a ‘notice of
intent’. This revealed that the Reporters had

recommended that the application be approved in
its entirety. However, Ministers overturned this
recommendation, and instead supported the
Working Group’s position that the part of the
proposed extension that trespassed on the Buffer
Zone and Falls of Clyde Designed Landscape (the
‘western extension’) should be refused, whilst
allowing the ‘southern extension’ outside the
protected area. The Reporters have been asked by
Ministers to draw up conditions that should be
attached to the permission being granted for the
southern extension. Draft conditions have been
circulated to the relevant parties, and are under
consideration.
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This application has been something of a cause
célèbre. Historic Scotland did not object to the
application, but an array of heritage bodies,
including the New Lanark Trust and the UK
Committee of the International Council on
Monuments and Sites, did. In June 2013,
UNESCO’s World Heritage Committee formally
expressed its concern, and indicated that the
application must not be approved without a full
heritage impact assessment.
Meanwhile, the application attracted a remarkable
breadth of opposition. More than 11,500 objection
letters were submitted relating to the original
Engaging with the public © Mark Stephens
application, drawn from 35 countries, and from
every Holyrood constituency (even Orkney, Shetland and Na h-Eileanan Siar). Moreover, the letters
came from addresses in all 149 wards of 15 local authorities from the north of Glasgow to the border.
This reflected the importance of the Falls of Clyde as a destination for day-trippers from communities
– including some of the most deprived in Europe - across the central belt. The popularity of the Falls
goes back to the 1850s when the cheap trains came to Lanark.
The build-up in public and expert opposition became apparent in the shifting attitudes in the media.
When I first wrote an article about the quarry for the Scotsman in January 2012, the editor’s subheading asked ‘where are the voices of dissent?’ When I advanced the same argument in the Herald
almost exactly three years later, the editor’s choice of heading was ‘Why there is so much opposition
to quarry plan at the Falls of Clyde.’
The case raises important wider questions for
both heritage management and planning policies
and their implementation. Since the ‘notice of
intent’ was issued, there has been some
discussion in the heritage community about the
nature of the decision. However, there seems
little point in trying to interpret the Scottish
Government’s decision until it is issued in full.
Moreover, regardless of the full reasoning behind
the decision, I would hope that the heritage
community will join us in looking to the future.
The Falls of Clyde is a nationally important
designed landscape and, as we have seen, one
that commands great popular affection. Yet one of
Path at Corra Linn © Mark Stephens
the central justifications given by Historic
Scotland for its decision not to oppose the
application was that it has become ‘degraded’ – a reference mainly to the loss of parkland trees that
once enhanced the effect of the fluvio-glacial landscape.
I always found it incredible how the recent history of the Falls of Clyde unfolded. In 1997, Peter
McGowan’s Falls of Clyde Designed Landscape Study was published by Scottish Natural Heritage. In
2000, Historic Scotland’s magnificent nomination document for New Lanark’s World Heritage Status
declared that the designed landscapes surrounding New Lanark were ‘intimately bound up with the
value of the [World Heritage] site.’ In 2001, the Falls of Clyde became the dominant part of (and
rationale for) the Buffer Zone of the New Lanark World Heritage Site. In 2004, a further report
provided details of how the designed landscape could be renewed. In 2006, the Falls of Clyde was
entered into the Inventory of Gardens and Designed Landscapes, indicating its national significance.
There the progress stopped and just three years later, Historic Scotland indicated to Cemex that it saw
no reason why the same landscape should not be quarried.
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When Save Our Landscapes was established in
2011, we were determined to be more than an
anti-quarry action group. Consequently, in 2012
we conducted an extensive mapping exercise of
the Bonnington Estate to work out where the
areas of tree loss had occurred and where
footpaths could be laid to improve access. We
worked out that a series of vertical paths running
down the valley from an old drove road that used
to be the main route from Lanark to the crossings
of the Clyde at Boathaugh and Tulliford could
greatly increase pedestrian access from various
points in the town of Lanark. Moreover, they
would increase the variety of walks and open up
the Bonnington landscape once more, so that
members of the public could again experience the
contrast between the pastoral parkland landscape
and the dramatic gorge and its waterfalls.
We set out these plans in a consultative leaflet
and distributed 5,000 copies to visitors to the
Falls of Clyde. I made presentations to a series of
community groups including the Royal Burgh of
Lanark Community Council. In 2013, we held a
formal public consultation at our stall at the Falls
of Clyde. Over a weekend, more than 100 people
completed questionnaires.
Our proposals clearly excited many people,
including staff members of the Clyde and Avon
Valley Landscape Partnership (CAVLP), a ‘Heritage
Lottery Fund supported programme which aims
to conserve, enhance and celebrate the unique
landscape and cultural heritage of the Clyde and
Avon Valleys’. We were encouraged to submit a
proposal for a new footpath. However, the
Partnership rejected our application due to
Proposed pathways
uncertainty surrounding the outcome of the
planning application, but indicated a willingness to consider it again once it had been settled. Now that
it has been settled, the Partnership has no funds for ‘third party’ applications!
However, we have laid down a marker, and there are plenty of encouraging signs. The CAVLP did
(part) fund the restoration of a viewpoint at Corra Linn, and the Scottish Wildlife Trust has recently
established a Victorian Trail which is intended to highlight features of the designed landscape. This has
been popular and has led to more visitors venturing beyond the gorge closest to the waterfalls. The
enterprising storyteller and folklorist Allison Galbraith, dressed as Lady Geraldine Lockhart Ross, has
run tours around the Falls, and appeared on Michael Portillo’s Great British Railway Journeys. Save Our
Landscapes also run tours of the wider designed landscape, so fulfilling our objective of broadening
public understanding of the designed landscape and its history. Our most recent tour, during the
glorious weather we enjoyed at Easter, proved to be so popular we had to split the group in two.
The challenge for the future is to deliver the restoration and access proposals that have been
developed. I much very hope that SGLH will play a full part in the next chapter in the history of the
Falls of Clyde: from threat to restoration.
Mark Stephens, Chair, the Working Group and Save Our Landscapes
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Visiting Tyninghame

________________________________________________________________________________________

The Walled Garden

Scotland's Garden and Landscape Heritage visited Tyninghame in East Lothian on 20 June. Judy Riley
introduced SGLH members and friends to the origins of the 18th century garden. Her original research
revealed that this was a landscape developed mainly by women, and by Helen Hope in particular who
married the 6th Earl of Haddington.
When they moved to Tyninghame in 1700, he
found the estate in a very dilapidated condition,
having been let to tenants for many years. He
immediately set about restoring the profitability of
the estate, while Helen became involved in
schemes for widespread planting of trees. His
legacy as an early promoter of agricultural
improvement is engraved on an obelisk at the
edge of The Wilderness. When he died in 1735,
what had shortly before been a barren sandy
waste had been converted to prosperous
farmland and thriving plantations. A number of
the trees planted at the time survive today.

tennis court, and the distant views from the
terrace to the Romanesque ruins of St Baldred's
Church.
The 4.5 acre Walled Garden dates from around
1750. Originally a vegetable garden, it took on a
more ornamental function towards the end of the
19th century. But by the 1950s many of the
herbaceous borders were grassed over, reflecting
the reduced labour force. The eye is led up the
centre of the garden to the Victorian glasshouses
through a tranquil yew alleé lined with Italian
statuary. Beyond the hedges on one side are
colourful borders with a Mediterranean theme
developed by Mrs Gwyn and, on the other, a
small arboretum which takes up about a quarter
of the Walled Garden. Orchard enthusiasts will
want to return earlier another year when the
pleached apple walk is in bloom beyond the
walls.

The tour of the wider 18th century garden and the
Walled Garden was enlivened by the company of
a number of the current residents of Tyninghame
House and their gardeners. There were many
highlights, including the 1960s planting of the
Secret Garden close to the House on the site of a
11

Eucalyptus in Mrs Gwyn’s garden

A stroll in the Walled Garden

The main axis of the Walled Garden

The Terrace

This most enjoyable event finished with a
delectable tea followed by a talk by James
Simpson, the architect charged with dividing the.

house into apartments in 1989-1990. His
archaeologist colleague, Tom Addyman, added
useful insights during the tour of the policies

The Secret Garden

Tyninghame photos © Vanessa Stephen
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A Horticultural Window on a Post-War Europe

________________________________________________________________________________________

Wellington’s Tree at the Waterloo battle site, visited by Patrick Neill and companions prior to its felling in 1818

This year’s bicentenary of the Battle of Waterloo in 1815 serves as a useful reminder that, for some
time before this, travel on the mainland of Europe had been made difficult, even dangerous , by the
civil unrest arising first from the revolutionary movement in France, and later by the Europe-wide
wars of the Napoleonic era.
Not least among the results of this unrest was the
restriction placed on the international exchange of
scientific knowledge and experience in the fields
of horticulture and agriculture during what was a
period of rapid change and development
throughout the continent, albeit that plants were
still being sent regularly from Lee and Kennedy’s
Hammersmith nursery to the Empress Joséphine
at Malmaison.

Sweden through Prussia to Berlin and Frankfurt
am Oder, and thence to Moscow, in the course of
which journey he saw the tragic aftermath of
Napoleon’s retreat in the shape of abandoned
military equipment and rotting corpses. During
his outward journey, and his return via Kiev,
Vienna, Prague, Leipzig and Hamburg, Loudon
was visiting noteworthy gardens and establishing
links with numerous scientific societies and
individuals, contacts which served him well when
he went on to publish his encyclopaedias, and his
Gardener’s Magazine in the decades which
followed. Sadly, as his wife Jane observed much
later in a brief biography, a pre-occupation with
financial matters on his return home meant that
he never published an account of his travels.

Following the setbacks suffered by Napoleon’s
Grande Armée in the wake of his invasion of
Russia, but before his final defeat at Waterloo, 30year-old John Claudius Loudon was amongst the
first horticulturists to take advantage of the easing
of travel restrictions to make an exploratory tour
of Northern Europe. His journey took him from
13

It was a year later in 1815, the same year as the
Battle of Waterloo, that Sir John Sinclair,
originator of the Statistical Account of Scotland
and long-serving President of the Board of
Agriculture, proposed at the Annual General
Meeting of the recently formed Caledonian
Horticultural Society that a small deputation be
sent to Europe by the Society to discover what
advances in horticulture had been made during
the period when travel was restricted, and to
identify plants and ideas for inclusion in the
Society’s projected Experimental Garden at
Inverleith, in Edinburgh.
His original proposal to send the two founding
secretaries of the Society, Patrick Neill and
Walter Nicol, was rendered impossible by
Nicol’s untimely death. In the event, Patrick Neill
had as his companions the leading garden
designer John Hay and James Macdonald, head
gardener to the Duke of Buccleuch at Dalkeith
and counsellor to the Society. As Neill records in
the introduction to his published Journal of a
Horticultural Tour through some Parts of
Flanders, Holland and the North of France in the
Autumn of 1817 (1823) the principal objects of
their tour were:
“… to take notice of any new or uncommon
varieties of fruit and culinary vegetables which it
might be desirable to introduce into Scotland;
and to establish a correspondence with some of
the principal amateur cultivators and
professional nurserymen, through whose good
offices such acquisitions, by means of cions or
of seeds, might afterwards be obtained .”
Beginning their tour in Flanders, the companions
followed a route which took them north through
Holland, then back through Belgium to Paris and
Normandy, from where they returned to Britain.
Neill’s account talks of their visits to some of
Europe’s foremost botanical gardens, at Leiden,
Amsterdam, Utrecht and Rouen; to several
celebrated nurseries such as those of the
Voorhelm family at Haarlem, and of the Vilmorin
family in Paris; and to many public and private
gardens. There is much fascinating detail in
Neill’s account of their travels by trekshuit or
horse drawn barge, hackney coach, voiture,
fiacre and ferry. Above all, there are detailed
accounts of many of the gardens visited, and of
the plants seen, not least in Brussels, where Neill
records that they were able to discuss the
cultivation of sprouts and to visit the spot ‘where
this culinary vegetable is considered to have
originated’.

Palm Tree in the Leiden Botanic Garden, said to have
been planted buy Carolus Clusius c.1592, seen by
Neill and companions in 1817

Visiting the battlefield at Waterloo, they went to
see the great elm tree from beneath which the
Duke of Wellington had directed the battle, only
to find that it was being gradually stripped of its
twigs and branches by local youths, who were
selling parts of it as souvenirs to the numerous
visitors. Within a couple of years it had been
reduced to little more than a bare branching
pole, as recorded in a sketch of 1818 to be found
in the Royal Collection. Tired of his crops being
trampled by visiting tourists, the farmer of the
land on which this iconic tree stood resolved to
cut it down, though not before it had been
bought by John Children, antiquarian and
librarian from the British Museum in London.
The wood was subsequently fashioned into a
number of mementos, including three chairs, one
elaborate one designed by Thomas Chippendale
the Younger which is now in the Royal Collection
at Windsor Castle, and two others of a simpler
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design, one of which was recently sold at
auction for £9,000.

However, in spite of all that they saw in the
course of their European tour, Neill concluded
the preface to his journal with the observation
that:
“The truth is, we were led to form the opinion

that our own style of gardening in Scotland is,
generally speaking, superior to what we
witnessed on the Continent: it may be very true
that we originally derived our horticulture from
the Flemings and Hollanders, but it seems
equally certain that we have now, in many
respects, surpassed them”.

House in Antwerp, with Frankendale Grape Vine,
sketched by John Hay 1817

Also of special interest is Neill’s account of the
companions’ meeting with fellow Scotsman and
expatriate Thomas Blaikie. Sent by fellow
botanists William Pitcairn and John Fothergill to
record plants in the Alps in 1775, Blaikie went on
to settle in Paris, where he gained a reputation as
an ‘ingenieur des Jardins Anglois’ – i.e. a
designer of gardens in the style of Capability
Brown – for the French aristocracy.
Although his business was ruined by the French
Revolution, Blaikie survived and remained in
Paris, where he died in 1838. Blaikie, who would
have been in his late 60s at the time of the visit
by Neill and his companions, was able to act as
their guide during their visit to Paris.
Although there is an excellent summary of the
three companions’ tour to be found in Forbes W.
Robertson’s book Patrick Neill: Doyen of Scottish
Horticulture (2011), in a chapter entitled ‘A
Continental Foray’, one needs to read Neill’s
original Journal of a Horticultural Tour (1823) to
get a real impression of post-war Europe
through Neill’s vivid description of the places
which they visited and the people that they met.

Bust of Patrick Neill in the foyer of the Science
Building, Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh ©
Christopher Dingwall

Christopher Dingwall
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Mark Laird, A Natural History of English Gardening 1650–1800,

Paul Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art, Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 2015. £45.
Mark Laird’s new and outstandingly beautiful
book is an ambitious attempt to bring together
some of the themes with which he has been
particularly concerned since the writing of certain
of his earlier works, The Formal Garden (Thames
& Hudson: London, 1992), The Flowering of the
Landscape Garden: English Pleasure Grounds
1720–1800 (University of Pennsylvania Press:
Philadelphia, 1992) and Mrs Delany and her Circle
(Yale: New Haven and London, 2010).
This book covers the period of the development
of scientific engagement with all aspects of the
natural world in the later 17th and 18th centuries. Its
scope is wider than its title might initially suggest.
This reflects the title of Gilbert White’s wellknown work, first published in 1789, The Natural
History of Selborne. In this volume White, drew
on his ‘Garden Kalendar’, journals and letters he
had written to his wide range of friends and
colleagues over more than 30 years, to describe
and discuss all aspects of the natural world of the
parish of Selborne through the changing seasons
and the variable weather patterns of the later 18 th
century. The impetus for the present book came,
as Mark Laird writes, as a result of various
invitations to talk on aspects of natural history
within early modern landscapes and is, in part,
inspired by the necessity to consider effects of
climate changes and variations on the
development of the English landscape garden.
The means by which new plants were introduced
to England and the neglected role of women in
scientific endeavour of the period are major
themes of the volume. The writings and
approaches of Gilbert White form a consistent
element throughout the book.

1715), as a patron and as a researcher not only of
plants but of Lepidoptera, is closely examined.
Beginning as the cultivator of plants for physic in
the 1660s, moving in the 1680s to florists’ plants
such as auriculas, polyanthus and carnations, in
the 1690s her focus shifted to growing tropical
shrubs and trees, and the development of
hothouses. It was in her second widowhood after
1700 that the 12 folio volumes of her herbarium
(the Hortus Siccus now in the Natural History
Museum) and the two volumes of her florilegium
were compiled. Other female entomologists
discussed include Eleanor Glanville and the better
known Maria Sibylla Merian.

The volume begins with an examination of the
gardening practice of John Evelyn at Sayes Court
at Deptford, sited close to the contaminated
atmosphere of London, in the latter part of the 17th
century, the time of the Little Ice Age. The effects
of the climate as well as natural pests and manmade pollution on the ‘purity’ of his Edenic
Elysium are described and ways in which these
might be combatted or ameliorated in his working
towards a Golden Age in his garden are provided
in some detail. In a subsequent chapter the
career of Mary Capel, Duchess of Beaufort (1630–

Plant collecting, particularly from North America,
during the 18th century, is another important
theme in this book. The work of the Quakers,
John Bartram, who collected the plants, and Peter
Collinson, the nurseryman, who was responsible
for much of their distribution to his clients in
Britain, form a major section of the book. The
clients who wished to grow these American (and
other) exotics sponsored field expeditions and
subscribed to the botanical publications that
recorded the newly discovered plants. The
cultivation and development of the later 18th
16

century shrubbery is a subject of long-standing
research by the author and the recognition of the
adoption of flowering shrubs and varied foliage into the
English landscape garden forms an important element
in the appearance of the informal garden of this period
and its theatrical nature. His study of the garden of
Horace Walpole at Strawberry Hill and his attitudes
towards its form and planting bring the subject of the
English landscape garden up to the end of the 18th
century.
The chapter on Virtù concentrates on the life of Mary
Delany and on her family and social relationships
across England and Ireland. She was one of the circle
of scientists and artists who gathered at Bulstrode in
Buckinghamshire, the home of the Duchess of Portland.
When Joseph Banks returned from Captain Cook’s
Endeavour voyage in 1771 with a collection of plants
and shells from the South Seas, Mrs Delany was among
those who viewed the paintings of the flowers. Her
contacts with the court of George III and Queen
Charlotte gave her ready access to the collection of
plants at Kew. She was skilled in various handicrafts
including embroidery design and the creation of shell
grottos, and in 1772 she began her hortus siccus, the
creation of almost a thousand portrayals of flowers,
both exotic and native, in coloured paper mosaic. As
her project gained in reputation, plants were sent to her
and visits were arranged to gardens in the south-east
of England to extend the range of flowers included.
The importance of her role and that of her female
contemporaries and forerunners is carefully argued and
reasons for their subsequent neglect in later histories of
the development of the natural sciences are
considered.
Although, as the author himself writes, ‘This book
inclines to the fragmentary’, this is a work firmly
grounded in the study of the early modern gardens and
the climate of southern England, with relatively brief
diversions to the garden of Mrs Delany at Delville near
Dublin and to the travels of plant collectors across the
globe, particularly in North America. Scotland has only
a few passing references. It is a book that concentrates
on the roles of individuals. The illustrations,
predominantly of botanical drawings and watercolours,
are beautifully reproduced. Its main subjects are the
contribution of women to natural history and
gardening, the role of amateurs, both women and men,
in relation to the increasingly professionalised, maledominated sciences, and the sensibilities innate to
gardening and the natural world, in particular the ever
varying weather, and it celebrates Gilbert White as its
most distinguished chronicler.

Maria Sibylla Merian, Citron with a Moth and a
Harlequin Beetle, circa 1701–2, watercolour,
touched with bodycolour and with pen and grey
ink on vellum, 143/8 × 103/4 in. (36.6 × 27.5 cm).
British Museum, Department of Prints and
Drawings (56, 5275.28) © Trustees of The British
Museum

Edvard Kick (Kickius), Badminton florilegium,
album one (1703-5), fol. 39, watercolour and
bodycolour, heightened with gum, over graphite
underdrawing, on vellum, 23 x 16 3/4 in. (58.4 x
42.5 cm). Badminton House. Photograph
reproduced with the kind permission of His
Grace the Duke of Beaufort.

Marilyn Brown
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The Irish Garden
Jane Powers & Jonathan Hession
Frances Lincoln, £26.00
Visitors to Ireland are often surprised at the 'palm trees'
that make so many gardens look as if they belong in a
holiday postcard. How can such exotics survive on an
island that is as far north as the prairies of Canada and
the pine forests of Siberia? The answer lies in the tail of
the Gulf Stream - the North Atlantic Drift - which wraps
around this green land on the western edge of Europe.
With a range of plants that runs from the subtropical to
the subarctic, and a landscape that varies from gently
pastoral to savagely rugged, the aptly named Emerald
Isle has some of the most romantic and interesting
gardens in the world. The Irish Garden visits over forty
of Ireland's most beautiful gardens, ranging from the
grand old demesnes of the Anglo-Irish ascendancy to
the intensely personal creations of passionate
plantsmen and garden makers. The book is the result of
a lifetime visiting, considering and writing about Irish
gardens.

Remaking a Garden- The Laskett Transformed
Roy Strong & Clive Boursnell
Frances Lincoln, £20.40
The garden at the Laskett in Herefordshire is always
described as the largest formal garden laid out in Britain
since the war and one of the most important and most
interesting gardens of the second half of the 20th
century. Roy Strong and his wife, Julia Trevelyan Oman
– two pivotal figures in the arts during the last century –
created this uniquely autobiographical and historical
garden over thirty years of their marriage. However, by
the time Julia died in 2003, the garden at The Laskett
had become overgrown and closed in on itself. And so
started ‘the great cull’. The Laskett garden is still
‘peopled with the ghosts of nearly everyone we have
loved, both living and dead’, but trees and hedges have
been chopped down, paths widened, vistas opened up.
Light has been let in. This book is a record of the
remaking of The Laskett garden, in Roy Strong’s words
and Clive Boursnell’s before-and-after pictures and
action shots.
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